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ANSWERS: 

ANS 1. Mountain is very useful for us in many 

ways like : 

( a ) Mountains act as a barrier against cold and 

hot winds. (b ) Rivers originating from mountains 

provide water for irrigation . 



( c )  The slopes of mountains have rich pasture 

land sand valuable forest . 

( d ) Some Mountains are rich in minerals  . 

 

Ans 2 : plateaus are very useful because it is a 

storehouse of minerals that are used as raw 

materials for many Industries . It provide us with 

food materials and raw materials for our 

industries.  The Lava Plateaus  are rich in black 

soil good for cultivation . 
     

Ans 3: Plains are usually highly fertile and 

hence most ideal for cultivation. It is very 

easy to make transport network in the plains. 

... Hence, plains are thickly populated. . 

 

Ans: 4 : The main features of a deserts are : 

1.Very hot days and cold Nights . 

2.Frequent dust Storms . 

3. Hills of sand coarse sand dunes . 

4.little vegetation due to less rainfall . 
 



Ans 5 : A delta is a triangular piece of land 

which is found at the mouth of a river. It is 

formed when a river deposits the sediments 

as it flow towards its mouth (a place where a 

river drain into a lake, sea or an ocean .). 

 

 

Ans : D :Because terrorist attack are common 

their so people does not like stay their . Jammu 

and Kashmir is thinly populated as its most of 

the area is occupied by Himalayan ranges and 

only a few area is suitable for settlement . 

 



IN H.W. PART (  E ) AND (G )  TRY TO DO YOUR 

SELF : 


